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WHERE ARE
THOSE GELATOS
IN ROME?
So after telling you about the heat wave in Rome, it’s
time to cool down with some nice Gelato— don’t go
calling it ice-cream, cause they’re two different
things, even though most people know that by now,
it’s good to make sure, so ice cream is made with
heavy cream and gelato is made from milk — and you
know that we always got you covered here at
StudentsVille, I mean every list we drop is useful in
some shape or form. So get your pocket change
ready, put on your gelato face on and go about the
town stuffing your face on the best treat in the heat.
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GELATERIA DEI GRACCHI
VIA DEI GRACCHI 272, ROME
VIA DI RIPETTA 261, ROME
VIA DI S. PANTALEO 61, ROME
VIALE REGINA MARGHERITA 212, ROME
With three locations in the historical centre of Rome, Gelateria dei
Gracchi, makes a perfect place to enjoy a nice and refreshing
Gelateria Rome. You can bring about your friends, cause you’ll
probably be queuing for quite a bit, and we all know that queuing in
company is always better than waiting alone, plus at the end you’ll
have a pleasant surprise.

GELATO SAN LORENZO
VIA TIBURTINA 6, ROME
If you think about the search for perfection you should look no further
than the gelateria in Rome: Gelato San Lorenzo. Its owners strive to
achieve the best of flavours without the help of substitutes, making the
process a bit longer but worthwhile.

GELATERIA FASSI: IL
PALAZZO DEL FREDDO
VIA PRINCIPE EUGENIO 65, ROME
Considered the oldest gelateria in Rome, Gelateria Fassi was
established in 1880 (I mean yeah it might as well be the oldest). You
can go there to enjoy a long lasting tradition of gelato making by the
Fassi family. Go and enjoy Romes first gelateria, and if there was
another before that don’t worry cause the market whipped it out!

GIOLITTI
VIA DEGLI UFFICI DEL VICARIO 40, ROME

Not all gelaterie need to be homey and comfortable, some need to
show their elegance, and none do that better than Gelateria Giolitti.
Located near the Pantheon, Giolitti is another Rome Gelateria that
competes for the oldest position in town, with it being established in
1990 and to this day it never moved.

GELATERIA SAN CRISPINO
PIAZZA DELLA MADDALENA 3, ROME
San Crispino is a staple in Rome, one of the most important Rome
gelateria in the city, not because of it’s love of tradition, but rather
because of it’s inventiveness, making it a must to try in the city. Don’t
freak if they don’t give you a cone, it’s just the way they do it at San
Crispino.

LA ROMANA
VIA COLA DI RIENZO 2, ROME
VIA VENTI SETTEMBRE 60, ROME
VIA OSTIENSE 48, ROME

The most successful Gelateria Rome, La Romana has been opening it’s
doors to the public all over Italy, and well why not grab a couple of
scoops in its original city. If you’re a bit paranoid when it comes to
what goes in your food, don’t worry cause on La Romana’s website you
can find all the ingredients before you go and get your fix.

FRIGIDARIUM
VIA DEL GOVERNO VECCHIO 112, ROME

One of the best things about gelaterias in Italy, is the passion they
show in the production of their gelatos and the care they put in
selecting ingredients that are in season and fresh. At Frigidarium, they
are no different and this is the main reason to enjoy a nice cono gelato
by them in a hot day.

NEVE DI LATTE
VIA FEDERICO CESI 1, ROME
VIA LUIGI POLETTI 6, ROME

Extremely precise in picking their ingredients, Neve di Latte is also a
paradise for those of you that love nutty flavoured gelato. You can’t
skip this if you’re on a stroll through Rome and you can’t miss out on the
delicate flavours they propose.

